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ABSTRACT
When walking throughout a cemetery, you may notice the small dash on a
tombstone between the year of someone’s birth and their death. Have you ever given
thought as to how a tiny line can represent so much? Even a small mark, such as the
dash, can represent volumes in the entirety of a person’s life and the imprint they leave
on those around them.
In my work, I use various types of line as symbols associated with
representations of life. I am most interested in lines as visual representation of physical
and psychological wounds, both newly created and those that are in the process of
healing. At the same time, I also explore how to symbolically suggest the notion of
healing these wounds. This can come about through the physical application of
additional layers of paint or other applied textures, the manipulation of a painting’s
surface, or the incorporation of additional visual forms in the composition that may alter
the visual perception of lines represented in the work. The visual qualities found in my
work therefore suggest the line as a record of profound experience, and also something
that can be manipulated or altered to suggest a new perspective or interpretation of the
line’s meaning.
The aim of my work is thus to suggest both a visual and symbolic perception of
the loss and pain represented by linear-shaped wounds, as well as a visual resolution or
healing of that wound, through a variety of paint application styles and manipulation of
painted surfaces where lines appear. My hope is that through these varied
representations of line, which all culminate in my paintings as the imprints we leave and
marks we make, that one may contemplate their mark. Each of the marks and imprints
we make matter.
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INTRODUCTION

Have you ever walked along a dirt road or a sandy beach
with a stick in your hand? It is almost impossible not to
draw or leave a mark of some kind. Perhaps just a
meandering line that follows you or a particular line
pattern... done either subconsciously or by plan. (Selleck
6)
Jack Selleck, from Line: A Record of Ourselves.

When walking through a cemetery, you may notice the small dash on a
tombstone between the year of someone’s birth and their death. Have you ever given
thought as to how a tiny line can represent so much? Through my art, I explore the
possibilities of how even a small mark, such as the dash, can represent volumes in the
entirety of a person’s whole life and the imprint they leave on those around them. My
artwork serves as an invitation to contemplate what occurs in that time. Considering the
brevity of life in physical form and the painful life events that occur within it, there is
more significance than is readily apparent in use of both the dash, or in the case of my
work, straight finite lines.

SYMBOLISM AND MY USE OF LINE
Before describing specific paintings, prints, and tapestries that are
representative of my thesis, it is useful to unpack how much I utilize the element of line.
In my work, I use various types of line as symbols associated with representations of
life and human experience. That said, there are essentially two line characters that I
employ, rectilinear or straight lines, and curvilinear lines. Straight lines are definite. They
may signify the brevity of life, the marks that life cast upon us, even in scarring and
wounds imprinted through life events. In contrast, curvilinear lines and spirals in my
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work signify the continuity of life, the essential life force that we all come from. The
additional layered meaning in the role that curvilinear lines also play is toward the
representation of completion, and resolved healing of the wounds from life.
As said, I explore both line types in my work. Throughout a majority of the work,
I am most interested in thinking of lines as symbolizing wounds and scars, both newly
created and those that are in the process of healing from both physical and
psychological wounds. The intentional use of straight lines that may stretch toward
change across the canvas evokes the same significance of the tombstone dash. It
introduces the idea of line as a metaphor for life, in that life stretches in varied ways.
When in my work a transition to the curvilinear line is apparent, it represents a life force,
in the subtle evolutionary changes and developments of organic life. These lines also
symbolize the perspective of my faith, which is based on the knowledge that spiritual
life continues onward.
My interest in science, particularly the study of microscopic life forms, has

influenced my thinking of curvilinear lines as representative of life. When I express lines
in this way, the lines appear in circular or radial designs that become reminiscent of
biology, similar to that of life found in organic life forms. In fact, through science, we
know that all matter found in the universe is made of atoms, and that atoms have a
nucleus which contains protons, neutrons, and electrons. I find it interesting that when
broken down to a subatomic level that can no longer be divisible, atoms are made of
cosmic ray interactions in Earth’s atmosphere, more simply identified as light. The
intrinsic properties that life is created from are unique combinations within each of us.
Studies in science are building explanations on how “we are connected through a
phenomenon known as quantum entanglement”, which is the theory of “when two atoms
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come into contact with each other, whatever happens to one of the atoms can instantly
affect the other”. (Gentile 229-231) These connections are made in the fabric installation
of my artwork as shown in Figure 16, as the imagery is combined and connected through
mending and sewing of the images together. I elaborate on this work in the upcoming
section regarding my hanging veils in the exhibition.
In addition to the straight lines as representative of life experiences and/or
wounds, I also explore contrasts in line that symbolically portray healing. Life’s injuries
can create the feeling of spiraling out of control. This is fitting, as the processes for
healing are also not linear. Events that cause injury are sometimes so direct and
traumatic that the path to healing cannot be resolved without equal intensity and care.
Healing is often cyclical, incremental, and circular in nature. This circularity of healing in
life I feel offers the opportunity to circle back, to return to the linear flow of life towards
that which harkens back to an origin or completion. This idea has led me to also explore
lines that appear to move continuously in a radial or circular way. As said, this line type is
indicative of cellular life, and points to the life force that is separate but related to life
forms and events. This is revealed in my work in a variety of ways as you will see in this
document. Most notably, the varied line representations all culminate across the body of
work in my paintings as the imprints we leave and marks we make within ourselves, and
in shared experiences with others. The marks we make matter, each and every one of
them.
MY PAINTINGS
The three formal elements of art and design which are found predominantly
throughout my paintings are line, color, and space. In my first painting of the thesis body
of work, the dash occurred to me as the line that stretches horizontally across a canvas,
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similar to that of a tombstone. I found beauty in the representation of an entire life
implied in this one simple mark, the interpretive beginning and end to the mark, and the
atmospheric compression of time and space in which a life occurs, as shown in the
example of Figure 1, Awakening. A colleague would later walk into my studio to
comment on the Turner-esque quality recognized within this work, which deepened my
understanding through more research of how and why the Romanticists worked in the
way they did. The late eighteenth century movement that emphasizes inspiration,
personal subjectivity, and primacy of the individual began to resonate with me in this
painting and the ones that would follow in my own process. Romanticism is the historical
movement known to reject rationalism and embrace spiritualism. Awakening became the
first painting of a larger body of work that was initially inspired by the ideals of this
important artistic movement.
Through these building blocks, I investigate the themes of injury and healing in
various ways. I sometimes create lines through the technique of my paintings. For
instance, I use an embedded string application, which creates direct marks onto the

surfaces of wet paint to build textural interest. I have used embedded string in the
surface of paint that is sometimes ripped away after drying for a time, as seen in Figure
2, Silver Lining, where the horizontal line is created from an actual embedded string.
Using these techniques to manipulate the surfaces of my paintings evokes the metaphor
of wounds. In doing so, I am able to more clearly represent the idea of caring for life
injuries, by adding subsequent layers of paint in order to “heal” the surface. For the
viewer, the end result is the imprint of wounds combined with a process of healing.
I grew as a child that has taken their share of falls resulting in cuts and scrapes in
need of a nurturing mother. This fact combined with the observations of my mother in the
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medical field, I can describe the experience with wounds as something that must be
meticulously cleaned and scraped of dirt beneath the surface before sutures, bandages,
and curative balms can be applied toward healing. With the added use of bandages in
my artwork for the benefit of textural building and interest, the canvases begin to convey
the layered significance in shifting to the more visceral development of making lines.
Similarly in the human body, visceral describes the activation of painful stimuli. It is often
vague, with the discomfort of a deep ache or pressure. It can be difficult to localize, and
is often referred to as a distant, and usually superficial threat or injury. These
characteristics sound similar to the perceived injuries of life events, and the immediate
need to be treated and healed properly.
In performing this process using the bandages, I found it revealed things to me
about myself and my past. I have encountered pure emotion and nostalgia at the sight of
my own hands, which sometimes remind me of my mother’s hands. With awe, the
creative process serves as a reminder to me of the nurturing observed in a mother’s
capable hands, as well as a meditative time for inner dialogue with my faith, and time
spent in gratitude for the meaningful life experiences and people in my own life. It is in
these moments that I reminisce. I find my hands resembling my mother’s hands.
Memories of her healing efforts, through painted “rosebuds” of mercurochrome over
wounds I sustained as a child, or remembering her work as a nurse, come flooding back
while I paint. I enjoy seeing my paintings as a tribute to healing and nurturing efforts, as
well as a reflection on my own self as a visual artist and mother.
These physical materials add to the allegory of my work representing the line as
imprints from life. I then choose to see the adding of layers of contrasting color washes
in paint as a way to create a medicinal-like, buttery balm to heal these symbolic wounds
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perceived within the linework. This process is seen in Figure 3, which shows a detail of
my work process, and shown in completed form in Figure 4, Life Line in the Storm. By
working in this manner, I alter the visual perception of lines represented in the work. The
visual qualities found in my work therefore suggest the straight line as a record of
profound experience, while simultaneously demonstrating that it can be manipulated or
altered. These alterations to straight lines, which I equate to life events, suggest a new
perspective or interpretation of an event's meaning.
My use of color also serves as a way to conjure back meaningful places and
memories for me. The blues and grays are chosen because they evoke a sense of
atmosphere. The contrast between blue and orange represents changing skies, as in the
colors of sunrise and sunset, as shown in Figure 5, Be Still. Also, the orange has layered
meaning, again in reminiscing on the color of mercurochrome over childhood wounds as
they heal. The thin layered washes of these contrasting colors in the painting process
create color fields that evoke a sense of light, while simultaneously defining a space
which suggests changing skies.
Another example of my process in line used to both establish the representation
of wounds, the brokenness in life, and an attempt toward healing these, is seen in my
painting, Figure 6, Brokenness. The change of light to darkness and back again is
representation of changing times of day, change in atmosphere, and changes in general
throughout a life experience. The use of the chiaroscuro method further supports the
allegory that is implemented throughout my work, which signifies my own perspective of
faith where I am looking for light over darkness. These color choices and techniques
found in my artwork provide the space and possibly evokes a mood for a viewer’s own
contemplation, as illustrated again in Figure 4, Life Line in the Storm.
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With regard to use of space and spatial development, the paintings are each
created simultaneously as a symbolic window for the viewer to gaze through, and as a
flat physical surface, which I liken to a skin on which wounds occur. The end result is
remarkably atmospheric, and I embrace this ambivalence. For me, this body of work
represents the markings of time within a liminal space that is neither here nor there. It is
meant to represent a place in between where we are transitioning through life. It is of
course necessary to attend to the inflicted, collective wounds of life. The hope I have
through my process is to heal our wounds, those seen and felt. Each of my paintings
serve, through color choices and atmospheric space, to provide a space of heightened
emotion, which asks the viewer to be still, to pay attention to personal inner reflection,
and to prompt a viewer the opportunity to reflect on their own life’s purpose.

MY PRINTS
The visual motifs found in my paintings have also been explored in printmaking.
Given that my painting work focused more and more on the line motif, I decided to
investigate the same idea in printmaking, as the element of line is so much more
prevalent in this discipline's techniques and processes. With the cutting of wood with
hand tools in relief printmaking, there is a use of lines and outlines in my printwork that is
inherently balanced through juxtaposition. The varied use of line as a series of dashes
suggests lines that are repeatedly broken or interrupted to establish form and texture. At
other times, the line is resilient and continues across the surface. Both of these
approaches are shown in my work Figure 7, Where the Heavens Meet the Earth.
The visual element of art in my use of line exhibits the ability to metaphorically
outline an image and experience in life, and in this particular work, captures the
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interruption of life where we witness grieving and suffering. In this print, I chose to render
the image of an angel I found from a photograph of the cemetery in Genoa, Italy. In using
woodcut relief techniques, I intentionally cut lines into the wood to create negative and
positive space. The printed black ink produces a high contrast result.
The process of establishing the contrast of black ink to white paper yields the
outcome of light and darkness, which is another form of chiaroscuro and achieves an
atmospheric space. This print therefore creates the space where I imagine the angel
exists in a liminal realm between heaven and hell at the tombstone, where the dash is
represented as an ending to a life. The mood is deepened both symbolically and
physically within this particular work.
I also chose to revisit motifs from my paintings in a series of debossed images
made from collagraph plates. The collagraph plate is essentially a collage of cut forms
made from various low relief materials glued to a mat board, that may be run through a
printing press on quality paper. The materials that I used to make these relate to my
theme of wounds and healing. The cloth bandages and twine rope that create linear
motifs have again been employed to create the imagery found in the debossed imprints,
as shown in Figure 8, Healing Isn’t Always Linear, Figure 9, Brokenness Leads to
Healing, and Figure 10, The Dash Climbing.
The use of paper seems significant in this group of works as it holds a kind of
memory. Of course printing or writing on paper as a technology provides us with the
ability to preserve the important records of time, and our writing which communicates
something meaningful. In these works however, paper is a stand-in for skin. This series
of six debossed papers represent the beauty only found in faded wounds, and serve as
a memory through scarred imprints of wounds healed. This also serves as a reminder
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that one heals and survives. Wounds & Healing, Demarcation Series is exhibited
collectively, as shown in Figure 11.

HANGING VEILS
In my final group of works, which I chose not to include in the final thesis
exhibition, I have revisited the imagery from my paintings and prints in the form of
sublimated textiles. These tall hanging cloths function as an echo of the works done by
hand, shown in Figure 12, Liminal Spaces. The sublimation process is done by digitally
heating imprints onto various types of fabric. The fabrics used were carefully chosen for
their inherent quality of transparency. The sheer fabric symbolizes the allegory of a veil
that can sometimes be seen or unseen where the spiritual dimension of life occurs. The
intention of the printed textiles is to allow a more fully immersive sensory experience of
the notion of liminal space. By liminal space, I mean a space that is neither here nor
there, but a transitional space between two places. The structural fabric panel
installations reflect the repeated patterns of imagery from my paintings as shown in
Figure 13, Echo of Brokeness. The entire body of textile panels is displayed to further
suggest unity and continuity, as seen in the series entitled Echoes (Figure 14). The
principles of design which provide unity across the varied surfaces are the intentional
focal points of each piece, as shown in the mended and sewn together organic life
images. I created these images with the idea of life broken down into the parts of
ourselves often unseen. It is in this vein that I express the surrender and release into a
greater essence, as seen in Figure 15, Prayers. In each of the paintings, prints, and
textile installations exhibited, it is evident there are comparisons or contrasts in use of
color, line, and space that are a thoughtfully balanced body of work as a whole. While
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the varied use of line is presented as a focal point throughout all work to establish
rhythm and movement, the line and space featured in the various works also unify, to
continue the conversation with one another and the viewer.

ARTISTIC INFLUENCES
During my graduate thesis development, I have discovered a few meaningful
artists that have influenced my own processes as my work has evolved. As mentioned
before, the three predominant formal elements of art and design found throughout my
work are color, space, and line. Each of these formal elements are represented in the
work of the artists from whom I have found inspiration: Marc Rothko, with his
explorations in color field painting, J.M.W. Turner in his depictions of painted
atmospheric spaces, Agnes Martin, with her interest in line-driven compositions, which
are inspired by her spiritual beliefs, and Ernst Haeckel, with his illustrations of radial
symmetry in natural life forms. Each of these artists have influenced the way I build my
own compositions in my thesis development.
The most powerful visual and conceptual artist that inspires me in my use of
layering contrasting colors is the American abstract painter Mark Rothko . His use of color
fields both radiate light and elicit emotion, as shown in Figure 16, No. 14, 1960, and
Figure 17, 1961. No. 14, 1960 is cited by the San Francisco MOMA as undoubtedly one
of the most beloved works of art in their collection. Essayist Janet Bishop and her
colleagues have observed that most museum goers will most often “speed up when they
encounter abstract art”. It is noted that with Rothko’s work, however, “at SFMOMA or
elsewhere, they slow down”. Viewers tend to intuitively know what to do, and to sense
what it is that makes the Rothko paintings so special. Mark Rothko himself is quoted as
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saying, “There is no such thing as good painting about nothing”. Many critics and
museums-goers have noted how Rothko’s paintings of color fields greatly affect them
emotionally. In the painting shown in Figure 16, No. 14, 1960, we see a good example of
Rothko’s classic period, characterized by the immense vertical canvas with discernible
horizontal rectangles. In this case, there is an intense red-orange above dark blue, that
communicates the idea of color that seems to “float in front of an aubergine background”.
The painting is installed separately on its own wall at the heart of the museum, with a
long view leading up to a closer view of it. A bench in front of the painting is “almost
always occupied” (Bishop 9).
As seen in Rothko’s No. 14, 1960 (Figure 16), his use of color has an emotive
quality of resonating and stirring us. Rothko’s work interplays with a dual intensity of
light, and dark color choices that speak to areas of duality for closer inspection and
contemplation. I look to Rothko as someone who can effectively use color to evoke
emotion, in a thoughtful, instinctive way that prompts our reaction to it. As an artist, I
respond also to my own use of color choices achieved through similar processes to
Rothko’s, in layering contrasting color, chosen instinctively for the emotive qualities that
begin to emerge.
Similarly in Rothko’s work entitled, 1961 (Figure 17), we see his use of the
self-defined term “inner light”, a description of his approach to color. Rothko’s intentions
are for the viewer to feel the painting all around them, which in turn takes both time and
energy from a viewer. Although monochromatic tint, tone, or shade of only blues seem
predominantly apparent, the underlying rust gives a grounding effect that still draws the
viewer into a different experience with the deeper mood.
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My intention is for the viewer to engage and interact with my paintings with
awakened contemplation through the emotive response to illuminating color, in a similar
fashion to the way viewers respond to Rothko’s works.
In reference to the second formal element of my work, space, there is once again
the recognition of an atmospheric, sometimes landscape-like quality to my body of
painting. I strive toward finding that space of stillness one experiences after the passing
of a storm. The creation of blurred atmospheric space within the Romanticists’
compositions have led me to consider the historical movement as a meaningful lens for
examining my process. In particular, the artistic work of J.M.W. Turner, as shown in
Figure 18, Snow Storm: Steam-Boat off a Harbour's Mouth, 1842, exemplifies the visual
qualities most often associated with what I am drawn to create. As we see in the
painting, Turner includes: 1.) a hazy inner light in the atmosphere through the
manipulation of light and shadow within the composition; 2.) using blurred brushstrokes
to heighten the emotional impact of a landscape scene that captures the moment when
a storm begins to clear; and 3.) creation of an intentional space within the picture plane
for conjuring in-the-moment emotions, which lead to the opportunity to experience
transcendentalist spirituality as the Romantic painters originally did. Similar to the
Romanticists in general, and Turner specifically, my paintings establish a liminal space
where the heavens meet the earth, and the transparent boundaries between the two are
spiritual in nature as evoked in the atmospheric space.
In contrast to Turner’s specific tendency to gravitate toward the eye of the storm,
I choose to work instead to capture the calm of the storm that just ended, and strive
toward the still and peaceful space where the tumult has now passed. My body of work
has evolved to become the space for contemplation of life experiences in pain and
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healing, both emotionally and physically. In my work process, I believe, as many
Romantic painters such as Turner did, that the collective components within an
atmospheric space allow the viewer to experience a free range of emotions
(https://youtu.be/8rHrdeyldQo).
Romantic artists of the period were themselves inspired by French Impressionist
studies in light and shadow, often painting outdoors. In Romantic paintings, there is
sometimes an inherent darkness in the forefront/foreground, with light represented
further back, creating a dark wall of shadow. This directs our eyes to look beyond that
ledge into the rest of the painting. The nature of the process evokes a moody, almost
spiritual manifestation. Like Romantic artists that painted outdoors, I, too, observe how
deeply the details of light actually behave in addition to the dramatic contrast of mood in
light and dark, and the motion inherently found in nature. Figure 19 shows a comparison
of Turner’s work with my own.
And lastly, although introduced earlier on for its importance in my thesis
development, the third formal element of art used in my tools of building blocks is line,
which is apparent in my process of mark-making. Through the dash of line, I honor the
brevity of life. Simultaneously, the push toward continuous line, which may sometimes
become spiral and spherical, allows me to experiment with variations in line that
represent the wounds and healing that happen throughout the process of life. The line
becomes my main signifier to communicate the topic of life and death for me, and
represents the mark we make within the time and space we are given.
Beyond the metaphorical experience that the intermingling of line, color, and the
spiritually-based space for emotion that drives my work, there is one relevant artistic
influence that was revealed to me through my thesis development, that found in the work
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of Agnes Martin. The observations written about Martin’s work resonate with my own
process in describing the duality of wounds and healing. For example, in her biography
entitled Agnes Martin: Her Life and Art, Nancy Princenthal writes: “If it is hard to
reconcile conflicting aspects of Martin’s work and character, it is because her internal life
was deeply fragmented”. Images that came to her through inspiration were fixed and
articulate enough to suggest a relationship between visions and voices; she heard and
saw things that others didn’t” (Princenthal 9). Similar to the meditative and prayerful
experiences within my work process, I relate to many of the statements made regarding
Martin’s process as an artist. Agnes Martin is known to transcribe her inspirational
visions into her work. Martin’s work has a sense of hyper-connectedness, represents
interconnection, and is “also supremely orderly and harmonious”, as represented in her
work Praise, c. 1976 (Figure 20). In the work of Agnes Martin, I observe a more
intentional focus on line and grid work that suggest her interpretation of a supreme order.
Although my work differs from Martin’s in that I intentionally fade my line work and place
emphasis differently on the line as it singularly exists without gridwork, I have found that
my mind works similarly in how I process my linework across the canvases. My
undergrad MFA and professional training as an Interior Designer infiltrates how I see
each of my works as a place to begin and where to suggest continuation of line.
Although it is initially unplanned, I find that when my body of work is hung and exhibited,
that the line work appears to align because of the precision-based mindfulness that I
have toward the focal point of line in my work, illustrated here in Figures 2, 5, and 6. This
realization has also become a mindful expression in my later work, such as in Figure 23,
The Dash.
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Similar to the creative process found in Agnes Martin’s early formative years, I
have discovered pictorial solutions evident within my painting process that have become
meaningful to me. Martin’s early grid-work which developed between 1940 and 1967
came to define all of her subsequent art. I, too, have found a meaningful exploration of
line which has become the focus of my paintings’ compositions. Like Martin, my artistic
process is emotionally driven and physical in an intuitive way.
Although my use of line has a different aesthetic appearance when compared
with that of Agnes Martin, we each use line in meaningful ways for self expression,
especially as illustrated in her earlier work, such as Figure 20, Praise, c. 1976.
I am also drawn to the work of German biologist Ernst Haeckel in his
documentation of the beauty found in natural forms he carefully studied and rendered
throughout his career. His art was greatly affected by the improved scientific apparatus
of the nineteenth century, which made the documentation of microscopic life in detail
possible. Haeckel published ten portfolios of his work of one hundred plates of drawn
classifications, exhibiting the continuity found in microscopic life forms ranging from the
deepest seas, to those he observed at the highest elevations possible, as seen in
Figures 21 and 22. These plates evoke a peculiar emotional appeal for most viewers as
the organic life forms seem to stretch back to the origins of life. I share this opinion,
having developed my own observations that representational life forms do seem to
resonate on some level, an opportunity to reflect on life in varying, meaningful ways
(Haeckel 1-7).
The combination of these three formal elements of color, space, and line in
stages of the painting, and the artists I have cited for their similar use of the same formal
elements, come together in my paintings’ compositions to suggest a mapping of the
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layered compression of time, liminal space, and a focus on the imprints and marks that
we each make. My intention through sharing my work process, and the use of varied
representations of line, have come together to culminate in my paintings, prints, and
textiles as representing the imprints we leave and marks we make, and also offer a
space where a viewer may contemplate their mark. Each of the marks and imprints we
make matter.

MY THESIS EXHIBITION
The exhibit features a body of work composed of paintings, prints, and textiles.
The intention of my exhibit design is to create an experience of liminal space as one
moves through the gallery. The painted canvases both hang flatly on the wall, then
project away from the wall to better engage and confront a viewer in a multifaceted way.
The paintings also feature the most energy and visual contrast of all the works included
in the exhibition. The paper prints offer a visual counterpoint, providing a softer visual
focus for the viewer in the use of achromatic color papers, as well as a transition toward
a more subtle tactile surface. The suspended panels of fabric echo imagery from the
surrounding body of work to further engage the viewer as they walk through the gallery.
They provide a more fully immersive experience, like a partitioned path throughout the
installation. The varied textiles are metaphorically similar to how varying life experiences
can be both seen and felt as memories. Projecting the work architecturally from the walls
on individual stands is intended to cause the viewer to take more notice of the inhabited
space surrounding them, and to find the opportunity to contemplate the canvases, prints,
and textiles in a more fully engaged experience that can be both seen and felt.
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I have also chosen to integrate text throughout the exhibit, embedded in the
hanging textiles. Sometimes the text panels are more discernible and at other times they
are not so easily seen - with intentional placements found on the surface and behind the
transparent fabrics. In doing so, I am offering the viewer an opportunity to discover
meaningful questions behind the transparencies in fabric that we sometimes have to
stop and look for to contemplate a truthful answer. These questions encourage the
viewer to take the time to pause and reflect on their own mark in life, as shown in Figure
14, Echoes. My hope is that the viewer may take a moment to contemplate and ponder
each of their own unique answers to: “What is the mark you leave in life?”. This is an
active question to face with how you live each day with intention, to make sure there is
an imprint made. “How may the imprint of my own life contribute to others’ lives?”. It is
my hope as an artist that we recognize the importance of engaging and intersecting with
the lives of others to help strengthen their own marks and imprints. Also, “What is the
mark made by others around me whom I may not have seen or noticed?”
Throughout the stages of life we joyfully welcome new life in the beloved new
babies that enter into our lives and families, and at other times must lay to rest the ones
we love. In the passing visit through cemeteries we find the markers of names we know
and love, and others we may wonder about in the lives represented by a name and the
tiny dash. This life represents some great meaning, an imprint left on others. Consider
the power of an imprint made, and how we may affect one another in meaningful ways.
The hope in my thesis and artwork shared is that through our marks there is more
intention. How may we strengthen and carry one another forward? In viewing the artwork
on exhibit, the question I most hope for you to contemplate is, “What kind of mark will
you make today?
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ILLUSTRATIONS

Figure 1
Awakening
Oil on wood, 40” x 30”
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Figure 2
Silver Lining
Acrylic on canvas, 60” x 48”
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Figure 3
Painting Progress
Oil on wood panel, 30” x 40”
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Figure 4
Life Line in the Storm
Acrylic on canvas, 48” x 48”
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Figure 5
Be Still
Acrylic on canvas, 60” x 48”
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Figure 6
Brokenness
Acrylic on canvas, 60” x 48”
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Figure 7
Where the Heavens Meet the Earth
Print on paper, 30” x 24”
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Figure 8
Healing Isn’t Always Linear
Debossed print, 30” x 22”
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Figure 9
Brokenness Leads to Healing
Debossed print, 30” x 22”
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Figure 10
The Dash Climbing
Debossed print, 30” x 22”
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Figure 11
Wounds & Healing, Demarcation Series
Debossed prints, 30” x 22” each
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Figure 12
Liminal Spaces
Sublimated images on gauze panels, 6’ x 3’ each
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Figure 13
Echo of Brokenness
Sublimated image on batiste fabric, 10’ x 3’

Figure 4
Echoes
Sublimated images on batiste fabric, 10’ x 3’ each
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Figure 15
Prayers
Panels of sublimated images sewn together, 12” x12” (each individual panel)
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Figure 16
Rothko, Mark. No. 14, 1960, 1960
Oil on canvas, San Francisco Museum of Modern Art
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Figure 17
Rothko, Mark. No. 61 (Rust and Blue), 1953
Oil on canvas (Bishop 29)
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Figure 18
Turner, J.M.W., Snow Storm - Steam-Boat off a Harbour’s Mouth, c. 1842
Oil on canvas, de Young Museum
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Figure 19
Comparison of 19a, Awakening (Figure 1), Oil on wood, 40” x 30”, and
19b Turner, J.M.W., Snow Storm - Steam-Boat off a Harbour’s Mouth, c. 1842
(Figure 18)
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Figure 20
Praise, c. 1976
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Figure 21
Haeckel, Ernst. Various Species of Radiolaria (a type of marine Protozo)

Figure 22
Haeckel, Ernst. Siphonophora (same class as hydras)
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Figure 23
The Dash
Acrylic on canvas
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